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Apr 13, Evolution Of Indian Cinema- From It's birth to present.

Presence of songs has given Indian films a distinctive look as compared to international films. Various social
and economic changes could be felt in filmmaking. Around 30 film production companies were listed in
National Stock Exchange of India in  In this article, we will see the evolution of Indian cinema through
various phases. The release of Alam Ara started a new era in the history of Indian Cinema. Cinema Industry
has gained momentum in the recent past due to various factors. Ardeshar Irani was also the first to attempt a
colour film with Kisan Kanya in  The Silent Age After Raja Harishchandra movie, several other filmmakers
joined the bandwagon and continued to create silent films till  The segment has grown almost 30 per cent in
the year due to overseas releases and rural penetration. In , the very first films shot by the Lumiere Brothers
were shown in Mumbai then Bombay. One of these was Mary Evans, a young Australian girl who could do
stunts. Other regional movie industries such as Tamil, Malayalam, Marathi, Gujarati, Punjabi, Bengali etc
have also shown healthy growth figures. Acclaimed Malayalam filmmakers industry, included Adoor
Gopalakrishnan , G. December has always been perceived as the golden month of the year. There has never
been a more favorable time for Indian cinema than today. Also, many movies are made based on these
customs and traditions which are mentioned below in the article. Indian Cinema Industry has also evolved in
the due course of time since its inception. However, Indian cinema dates all the way back to and the silent film
Raja Harishchandra , the first-ever Indian feature film. The historical and mythological stories of the past were
now being replaced by social-reformist films, which turned an often critical eye on such ancient social
practices as the dowry system, polygamy, and prostitution. It is no longer the industry of just Bollywood. The
FFC's art film orientation came under criticism during a Committee on Public Undertakings investigation in ,
which accused the body of not doing enough to encourage commercial cinema. They directed some
outstanding movies which enabled the Indian film industry to carve a niche in the International film scenario. I
cannot imagine how my life would look like without creativity. Overview of the film making business 4. It is
that time of the year when people prefer to take long holidays or find avenues to celebrate and spend time with
their loved ones. But the question remains: Will a Bollywood film ever find crossover success with
mainstream American audiences? The WWII years saw a decrease in the number of films produced as a result
of limited imports of film stock and government restrictions on the maximum allowed running time. The word
was coined in the s by the writer of a magazine gossip column, though there is disagreement as to which
journalist was the first to use it. She wore Zorro-like masks and used a whip when necessary. Andrew Grant is
a film critic, distributor, and producer who writes about international and independent film topics. A Still from
LSD aka Love Sex Dhokha The '90s to Recent Times The advancement in sound technology, choreography
and technological special effects paved the way to bring Indian cinema onto a global platform like we see
today. During this time, huge movie halls were built and there was a significant growth in the number of
audiences. With the metros already having been exploited, tier II cities and the rural segment can be targeted.
The Bollywood film industry has become an intrinsic part of the global film heritage. It would become a
massive hit, and had confrontational themes: an anti hero, and an unmarried pregnancy. Giant movie palaces
were built and there was a noticeable shift in audience makeup, namely in a significant growth in
working-class attendees, who in the silent era accounted for only a small percentage of tickets sold. The first
silent film in Tamil , Keechaka Vadham was made by R. This article will be incomplete if the contribution of
music in Indian cinema is not mentioned. Stewart and Ted Hughes. Tollygunge was then the centre of the
Indian film industry. In , Save Dada made two short films, but the fathers of Indian cinema were Dada Saheb
Phalke who in made the first feature length silent film and Ardeshir Irani who in made India's first talking
film.


